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The Russians, for example, Livsic [14] and Brodskiï and Livsic [7] , have studied model theories for various classes of operators, often including some noncontractions. Recently there has been some work, for example, Davis and Foia § [13] , Brodskiï, Gohberg, and Kreïn [9] , and Brodskiï [8] on characteristic functions for noncontractions. Our work is closely related to that of Clark [11] and depends heavily for inspiration upon the canonical models of de Branges-Rovnyak [5] .
In many of these papers, one of the main points is the connection between factorizations of the characteristic function B and invariant subspaces. Sz.-Nagy-Foia § [15] found a precise condition on a factorization of B to insure that it results (for contractions) in an invariant subspace. Also the work of de Branges [4], [5] should be mentioned. Most recently Clark [12] has taken this problem up for invertible noncontractions. We propose to study this problem for the class of bounded noncontractions. 
the second inner product taken in %\ x fé 7 , the elements of which are written as row vectors. Extend (3) to H x by linearity. It can be shown (see [1] ) that a necessary condition that B(z) be a characteristic function is that (3) be positive-definite.
When this is the case, we let Q){B) (following notation of de BrangesRovnyak) be the completion of the pre-Hilbert space H x . The elements of 2{B) can be taken to be of the form (ƒ (z), g(z)) 9 where both/and g are analytic on D 9 ƒ is valued in C*, g in c ë. When convenient, we write (f,g) rather than (/(z),g(z)). shows that this construction yields a model for a general bounded operator. THEOREM A consequence of Theorem 1 is that the positive-definiteness of the bilinear form (3) is necessary and sufficient for B to be a characteristic operator function. There results a new proof of the theorem of Brodskiï [8] . Clark [11] and Brodskiï, Gohberg and Kreïn [9] handle the case where B(z) is invertible in D.
The operator S extends by continuity to a bounded operator {also S) on Q) (B) 9 and B coincides with the characteristic function of S. A formula for S independent of a kernel function representation is
3. Invariant subspaces. We restrict ourselves, for the purpose of studying invariant subspaces, to factorizations we call standard. The difficulty for invariant subspaces is that V may have a nontrivial kernel. The situation is best understood by defining another space, the overlapping space of de Branges and Rovnyak. 
is unitary on S with adjoint
Note that (i) follows directly from the definitions. The proof of (ii) is a direct computation, using relations (4) and (5) in the appropriate spaces.
It follows from (ii) and Theorem 1 of de Branges [2] that ê is a space of the type #(99) studied by de Branges and Rovnyak [5] .
The above analysis gives rise to an invariant subspace theorem, known to the Russians in terms of a somewhat different model theory [6] . We hope to publish details elsewhere.
